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This was anonymously emailed to us by a Wall Street veteran who asked us to publish this for him.

He has become disgruntled with what he views as Wall Street scamming retail investors who trade

options. Inside: Options basics Volatility/put call parity Expected value of options contracts Risk

management and trade sizing Where to source trades The number one reason most options traders

lose money Five bonus tips on trading This is a fairly short book, but the truth about trading options

and making money does not necessarily need a long book. The inventor of game theory, John

Nash, turned in a dissertation that was 26 pages and contained two references. Big ideas

sometimes come in small packages, and this book is groundbreaking. Wall Street has hidden the

fact a huge secret from ordinary traders, and that secret is that options do not fairly reflect the

chances of a stock going up or down, and put/call parity is exploitable. There are some big secrets

revealed in this book, and it is well worth it.
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Waste of time. I probably wouldn't even bother writing a review since tgis was free with my unlimited

account. However, since I paid $3 for the audio I decided to put in my two cents. Save yourself time.

This gives you noting that you couldn't learn with five minutes of searching Google. You're better off

taking a Udemy course or even just jumping on YouTube. -very disappointed.

Whether or not this manuscript truly emailed to the author from a successful trader on Wall Street



remains a mystery. However, this no BS book takes you from knowing nothing to empowering you

to make smart option trades. I highly recommend this book for anyone that's interested in trading

options.

Options have always been so complicated for me to understand. I had known about strike prices,

calls, and puts. But, I never truly knew how they operated and related to the markets. Cameron

Lancaster does an exceptional job teaching his reader how to successfully trade options with ease. I

also recommend his other book. Looking forward to more from him in the future!

This was quite an experience. I definitely have mixed emotions after reading this book. I don't know

who this mysterious source is, but he knows his stuff. I wish I knew his name, though.As for the

book, options trading is something I've stayed away from because it's speculating, and while I'm

tolerant to risk, I usually am not that savvy at market decisions. The "author", whoever he is,

somehow describes option trading as I would see a casino. The house always wins. As risky as

options can be, he talks about how to leverage from trends and volatility, how to understand and

react to trends and expirations, and how and when to exercise.I guess this is a good guide for those

that get options as part of their bonuses at work, and investors. Knowing the inside information of

options will help you make more money, or reduce risks and losses.It's worth reading it only takes a

couple of hours to digest it.

An excellent book full of great info about the two best option trading strategies he's used in his

career as a trader. I'd highly recommend it to stock and option traders.

Very good introduction to options trading and ideas on how to trade with options. I found this

manuscript very interesting and helpful with my new profound interest in options trading. I would

recommend this to any level of options traders who want to learn more about the strategies

associated with trading.

The book had great info on affordable brokerage firms and how to decide on underlying stocks, as

well as how to decide how much $ to risk on options. I don't think I'm informed enough to make a

million dollars, but it's a great start!

Knowledge is power. This book gives you more knowledge and a different view of Wall Street with



trading Options. It is full of secrets, tips, and examples. A story of the truth. Very insightful book,

"How to Make a Million Dollars Trading Options" might be the best ROI I have ever purchased.

Worth a read. 15/10 recommend. Can't beat the price for how much content you get. LOVE IT!
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